Ensuring our start-ups springboard to success
Our teams of passionate staff work shoulder to shoulder, striving the
best for the growth of the digital technology and start-up ecosystem.
From the corporate level of assuring stellar corporate governance,
healthy financial and board operations, upholding legal and
administrative compliance to maintaining a high standard of openness
and accountability.
With the dedicated efforts across teams, we have built the recognition
of being an industry’s key player. Not only we are a reliable partner
of various industries and public events, meetings and conferences,
our teams are also actively exploring collaboration and investment
opportunities for talented start-ups.
We assist digital technology start-ups and companies in the Cyberport
community with their promotion and technical needs, and support
tenants and campus development. We combine technology elements
with interesting and fun-living activities for the public, bringing
technology to people’s daily life in every possible way.
Cyberport’s dedicated staff maintain top-notch performance to serve
the rapidly growing digital technology community.
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State-of-the-art Facilities

剓⯓鹎涸鏤倷

With Cyberport as a reliable industry partner, many organisations and

侸焺度⡲捀〳ꬒ涸遤噠ざ⡲㣎⠶鏪㢵堥圓

companies choose our venues to host meetings, conferences, and events,

ㄤⰗ㖳剚鼇乵䧮⦛涸㜥㖒莊鳵剚陾㣐㘗

such as Accenture’s FinTech Innovation Lab Asia-Pacific, Blockchain

锸㠢⿻崞⹛⢿㥶㙪喀ㆹ㖈侸焺度莊鳵痧

Strategies for Business, IngDan i.Future Competition 2016, Lenovo
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A Healthy and Sustainable Campus Environment
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Cyberport covers an expansive amount of facilities, and we strive to
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Accelerator TOP TEN program and Singularity University Master Class.
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provide healthy, sustainable environments to all our users across our
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Cyberport itself also organises many key industry events year-round, often
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vast campus of over 1,000,000 sq. ft.. The guardians of the campus, our
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times conducted across borders and engages people who cannot attend in
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Campus Management team and our facilities management office, keep our
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person. In 2016/17, we upgraded audio visual facilities in our Conference
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campus safe and well maintained. Cyberport is a supporter of the “Energy
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& Exhibition Centre, including installing Ultra HD LED display walls for
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Saving Charter 2016”, in which we pledge to actively maintain indoor air
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multi–media display and procured new stage lighting to enhance our
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temperature and quality, control the eco-friendliness of materials and
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capability to host different functions and events.
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solvents used by tenants, and monitor energy consumption across the
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Cyberport premise. To this end, we introduced the Intelligent Building
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Management System to control air temperature and air flow.
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Our new Smart-Space FinTech, opened in December 2016, has greatly

 倞 涸 Smart-Space FinTech 倴 2016 䎃 12 剢

Thanks to the efforts of the Technical Services Team, Cyberport received

剤飅䒊眡䊨玑㕰涸⸗⸂侸焺度涸鳵Ⱇ

enhanced our capacity to serve the growing number of FinTech start-ups
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in Hong Kong. The new space of 35,000 sq.ft. has been equipped with the

ⶾ⟱噠爢纆3蠝5⼪䎂倰ヌ涸Smart-Space

most advanced AV equipment. These include a new Smart Board and web-

FinTechꂂ⪔✫剓⯓鹎涸䕧갉鏤⪔⺫䭍倞

based virtual meeting room for multi-location collaboration, 4K-ready video

涸兰腋涯匢ㄤ笪窄贡亼剚陾㹔倰⤑欽㹻

infrastructure, and broadcast-grade IPTV, which allows distributing live

鹎遤騗㖒㚖剚陾⛳ꂂ⪔✫4K鋕걽㛇燊鏤

content to the entire Cyberport campus and beyond.
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industry recognition with Excellent Class awards for all Cyberport office
buildings and The Arcade in the Indoor Air Quality Certificate Award.

⼾馊秹
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湬久ⵌ侮⦐侸焺度㕨⼦⟃荛⚆歲ぐ㖒
Including this new Smart-Space, Cyberport has co-working space of over

⺫䭍倞涸Smart-Space㖈Ⰹ侸焺度Ⱏ剤馄

122,000 sq. ft. of floor area; a vibrant and innovative environment where
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like-minded digital technology entrepreneurs can come together and create
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impactful solutions.
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Technology Infrastructure Enablement

㸤㊥涸猰䪮㛇燊鏤倷

Talent Development

➃䩞涮㾝

Information security and network stability are crucial to technology-related

⥌䜂㸞ㄤ笪窄琽㹁㼩猰䪮湱ꡠ遤噠⼧ⴕ

We believe that praise and recognition are essential in a workplace, and

䧮⦛钢捀㼩㆞䊨涸邍䳓ㄤ肥㹁⼧ⴕꅾ銴

businesses. In 2016/17, our IT Team upgraded the Cyberport Central Data
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that appreciation is a fundamental need along one’s career development

❠僽耷噠涮㾝涸⾲⹛⸂嫦䎃➃⸂须彂

Exchange (CDX) to improve the performance, capacity, and reliability of our

㕰䲿⼮✫侸焺度⚥㣜侸亙❜䳖贖(CDX)

path. Every year, our Human Resources Team organises a series of staff

㕰剚瘼ⷔ♧禺䲿⼮㆞䊨莅⿻騗㕰

underlying facility infrastructure. The renewed CDX is more energy efficient

⟃佖㊥㕨⼦㛇燊鏤倷涸䚍腋㺂ꆀㄤ〳ꬒ

engagement and team-building activities for our colleagues to foster

ざ⡲涸崞⹛诔姽⤛鹎ぐ㕰⛓涸랿

and resilient against external cyber threats, and adheres to green data

䚍⼮秹䖕涸CDX♶⡎眏溁腋彂刿⸈䓽✫

cross– team collaboration. During the year, with the aim of reinforcing

㤏䎃Ⰹ捀鹎♧姿䲿⼮㆞䊨涸莅䧮

centre practices. Power density has been increased as well, to support the

䫼狡㼩笪窄㪮腙涸腋⸂ず儘顐䗣笃蒀侸

staff engagement, we organised fun-filled events that gave colleagues
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growing demand from cloud computing and other emerging technologies,

亙⚥䗱涸礶牟姽㢫䧮⦛⛳䲿⼮✫禺窡

opportunities to show each other recognition, strengthen team spirit, and

邍麨㼩䕹姽涸妇颣⸈䓽㕰礶牟䒊用

and empower start-ups to grow further and beyond.

涸⣘ꨶ㺙䏞⟃佅䭰ꨣ畮鎙皿ㄤⰦ➮倞莇

build trust for cross– team collaboration.

騗㕰涸✽⥌⿻⼿⡲礶牟

For example, at an annual team building activity, new members of the

莊⢿铞㖈䧮⦛䎃䏞涸㕰⼿⡲崞⹛⚥
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company and existing colleagues joined together to run an imaginary café.
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In 2016/17, we received a record high number of applications for our

㖈2016/17䎃䏞歍锞䧮⦛ⶾ噠佅䴂鎙ⷔ涸

The exercise provided an opportunity for staff engagement, communication,

㉱긭鸏崞⹛雊ず✲䩧䧭♧晚㟞鹎彘

entrepreneurship programmes. To facilitate cross-team collaboration and

侸湡ⶾ倞넞捀䲿⼮贖椚佪桧⿻⤛鹎騗㕰

and showed appreciation to one another. Events such as annual corporate

鸒⿻邍麨妇颣姽㢫鹋䎃儻㹶瘞崞⹛雊

ensure efficient application processing, the IT Team deployed an integrated

⼿⡲须鎝猰䪮㕰䨾䒊用涸չ竸ざ⿻礶

dinner also gave Cyberport’s management a chance to thank the colleagues

侸焺度涸盘椚㾵剤堥剚ぢず✲荞闒䠮闒

and streamlined Entrepreneurship Management System where profiles

矦ⶾ噠盘椚禺窡պ䊺䫏Ⰵ剪禺窡〳⟃

for their year-round contribution.

➮⦛倴麕♧䎃㼩侸焺度涸➰ⴀ

of applicants can be updated in real time. The system enhances effective

㻜儘刿倞须俲⚛䲿⼮⥌䜂盘椚⿻麌斊佪

information management, reduces duplicate effort, and enables operational

桧❠幾㼱ꅾ銼涸䊨⡲♳鶤ぐ갪䲃倷㖳

Cyberport, as a public body, is committed to the highest possible standards

侸焺度⡲捀Ⱇ斊堥圓㖈盘屛鷴僈䏞⿻㉏

efficiency. All these help Cyberport to better support its growing community

剤⸔侸焺度捀傈恸䧭Ꟁ涸爢⼦䲿⣘刿㸤㊥

of openness and accountability. In 2016/17, we also organised a total of

顑䚍♳㖳荞⸂麨ⵌ剓넞垦彋倴2016/17䎃

and start-ups to achieve market success.

涸佅䴂剪⤛⢪ⴲⶾ⟱噠䧭㽠ꬌⳝ

more than 360 hours of trainings and workshops on such varied topics as

䏞䧮⦛莊鳵✫馄麕360㢵⦐㼭儘涸㛆鎯ㄤ

compliance, personal data handling, and equal opportunities.
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Community Engagement

ꡠ䧃爢⼦

Cyberport cares for the community and how society develops, and we take

侸焺度⡲捀⟱噠Ⱇ字涸♧⟨㶩⼧ⴕꡠ䗱

our corporate citizenship very seriously. In October 2016, for example,

爢⼦⿻爢剚涮㾝倴2016䎃10剢䧮⦛佅

we supported the Christina Noble Children’s Foundation’s Family Fun

䭰չCNCF䡹㊥㹻䏭ꨶ䕧ず坿傈պ捀顇㔮⯥

Movie Day to raise funds for underprivileged children and those at risk of

留ㄤ〳腋黩「ⶒ䧴䚍月涸馊⽂⿻褑〢

commercial or sexual exploitation in Vietnam and Mongolia.

⯥留硁妵

We also sponsored the Cornerstone Association’s Cornerstone Charity

䧮⦛鼩飬⸔✫䨼錬瀖⼿剚涸չ姿遤硁妵冸㎗

Walkathon and Carnival, which raised funds for cerebral palsy and disabled

䎃螠պ捀⚥㕜Ⰹ㖒涸舡涝ㄤ婫氭涸⯥留

children in Mainland China to provide integrated learning and extend

硁꧌须ꆄ䲿⣘竸ざ㷸绢ㄤ䗂䐁鎯箻姽

rehabilitation training. Moreover, CyberRun for Rehab was held for the

㢫侸焺度莊鳵涸չ⨴䐁恠姿侸焺度պ崞⹛

13th time at Cyberport. The event aimed to raise money for training and

䊺驎Ⰵ痧13⦐䎃걧鑪崞⹛傌㖈捀㖈껻度

rehabilitation services to over 4 million disabled children in Hong Kong and

ㄤ⚥㕜Ⰹ㖒ꀀ龟涸㔋涰蠝婫氭⯥留硁妵

rural Mainland China.

㊥妵欽倴䲿⣘㛆鎯ㄤ䗂䐁剪
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We also organised various STEM workshops and interactive games day at

侸焺度㉂㜥倴眏傈❠剤莊鳵♧禺莅STEM

the Arcade to inspire the young generation during festive seasons.

湱ꡠ涸䊨⡲㖷⿻✽⹛麉䨡傈

In addition to the above, we actively introduced solutions developed by

ꤑ♳鶤㢫䧮⦛琎噲㖒鷴麕⫄㯯♶ず涸崞

Cyberport start-ups to the local community through media exposure, event

⹛⿻㾝錒ぢⰗ滞➝稲侸焺度Ⰹ涸ⴲⶾ⟱噠

engagement, and solution showcases within the community. These raised

剓倞涸灇涮䲿⼮㣐滞㼩侸焺猰䪮涸钢陏

the public’s impression and awareness on how digital technology has been

ぢ➮⦛㾝爚猰䪮㥶⡦佖隶欰崞⿻Ⱖ搂ꣳ〳

improving their lives and on the possibility of innovation, making them a

腋昰《爢剚㼩涮㾝侸焺猰䪮涸佅䭰

support for digital technology development.
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